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Digital Public Sphere & Participation
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CfPs and Upcoming Events

CfPs

Weizenbaum Institute, AI4Society (University of Alberta), Center for Digital Ethics and Policy (Loyola University Chicago): “Ethics in the Age of Smart Systems: Special Issue of IRIE”, Deadline: June 30th 2021
Details here

Upcoming Events

ArbeitGestalten: "Lovely or Lousy Job? Dienstleistungsarbeit in Belrin gestalten”, June 2nd 2021, 10.00 am – 3.30 pm, hybrid conference format
Subscribe here, see program here

Weizenbaum Institute, Bavarian Research Institute for Digital Transformation (bidt), Center for Advanced Internet Studies (CAIS): DigiMeet 2021, “Sustainability in digital transformation: charting new terrain, exploring tensions”, June 10th 2021, online
Details here

Weizenbaum Institute: 3rd Weizenbaum Conference „Democracy in Flux – Order, Dynamics and Voices in Digital Public Spheres, June 17th – June 18th 2021, online
Details here

Gesellschaft für Informatik, FG Internet: Sozialkredit-System in China und Datenkapitalismus im Westen – Herrschaft durch Scoring und datengestützte Simulation von Gesellschaft, conference and book presentation, June 18th 2021, 9.00 am – 6.00 pm, online conference
Details here

Gesellschaft für Informatik: INFORMATIK 2021 – 51st Annual Conference of the German Informatics Society, September 27th – October 1st
Details here
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• InTeR - Zeitschrift zum Innovations- und Technikrecht
• International Journal of Communication
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